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4 F Realize YouR ideal

1      I, Archangel Michael, rejoice at the work that is undertaken in 
this school. In the world of Angels, there is celebration, there are 
songs and melodies, there is joy. For what is now being opened by 
your work is the world of the Mother, of the earth, and this has 

allowed the opening of the world of Angels up to the world of Archangels. 
And all these worlds are in union and are celebrating.1

2      Just as your students2 work to strengthen and feed the fire of my presence 
on earth, in the midst of you, exactly the same activity is being carried out in 
the world of Angels, with rejoicing, the triumph of the forces of the Light, of 
happiness, of the virtues in their expansion. I rejoice at all this celebration 
and this joy.

3      You hold in your hand the magical wand that incarnates the tradition of 
the Light. You hold the bottom of this wand in the world of men and I hold 
the top.

4      Everything is possible: carry out your work, project your wishes, realize your 
ideal, strengthen the school of God over all the earth, build His temple with 
stones of Light, for the path is open and fulfillment can be achieved.3

5      You have the support of the Angels and mine. Outside of the service of fire, 
take advantage of this exceptional moment to work on yourselves, to put new 
patterns into your lives, new seeds, to envelop your bodies with new colours. 

6      This wand will not always be so powerfully activated. So, man, seize the 
opportunity. This is the only time I will say it to you until the cone of Light 
closes.

1 - The Essenes were gathered on a sacred mountain. Seven priests had just ended a retreat of several months. The prayers, 
meditations and intense silence of the celebration of the Archangel were generating sacred energies and forces in the 
subtle worlds.

2 - Archangel Michael is speaking to Olivier Manitara.

3 - In the wake of this psalm, the Essenes built a small pyramid of stones. In a solemn atmosphere, they inserted sacred 
texts into it and consecrated the space in order to form an anchor for the Light and to receive its blessing from generation 
to generation.


